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Mission

We are committed to
actively contributing to

drive change and achieve
results tailored to Religious
and Independent Schools

through academically
rigorous, respectful and

research-based
professional learning for

teachers and
administrators.

ContactGlobal and Digital
Society

212-636-6385

www.nycpdrc.org

pdrc@fordham.edu

Through purposeful workshops,
webinars and self-directed learning

opportunities, K-12 educators deepen
their knowledge, enrich their practices,

and prepare students to become
empowered learners in today’s global

and interconnected society.

Professional
Development

Overarching Themes 

Social-Emotional
Development and Learning  
Pre-K to Adolescence

Students’  Communication
Competencies and Social
Responsibilities

Constructing Students’ 
 Knowledge to Problem-
Solve and Innovate

Fostering the Leadership of
Administrators, Teachers, 
 Students and Parents

https://www.nycpdrc.org/
mailto:pdrc@fordham.edu


In-Person Professional
Development Series

CTLE Credit approved

Nothing replaces in-person training led by
an expert who can adapt, or extend a
concept or practice based on the
reaction of the audience. Religious and
independent schools from all five NYC
boroughs are hosting professional
development series tailored to the needs
of the schools.

Our training is aligned with Fordham’s
standards for the rigorous academic
endeavor, reflective pedagogy, and a
commitment to social justice, personal
responsibility, and equity for all learners

For more information and to register, visit
bit.ly/fordhampdrcpdregistration

Online Professional
Development Series

CTLE Credit approved

Resources for
Educators

Monthly Newsletter

LinkedIn Page

The Fordham PDRC publishes a monthly
newsletter with the purpose of continually
supporting the educators of religious and
independent schools through articles that
reflect the current themes of professional
learning. They can be utilized as timely
classroom resources. The newsletter also
offers a venue to celebrate school events. 

Catch the latest monthly newsletter
release on bit.ly/pdrcmonthlynewsletter.

Webinars are designed in response to the
interests and needs of educators. They are
academically rigorous and provide
teachers with strategies that enable them to
unlock the full potential of their students
while creating a supportive and engaging
classroom environment.

For more information and to register, visit
bit.ly/fordhampdrcpdregistration.

The posts on the Fordham PDRC LinkedIn
feature selected articles published in our
newsletter and thus extend the resources
to the larger educators’ community We
post photos of workshops, the Chat &
Network, and other professional events.

Follow Fordham PDRC on LinkedIn when
you visit bit.ly/fordhampdrclinkedin.

Live Webinars

Chat & Network
These monthly events invite educators to
meet with a colleague, guest, or an invited
speaker to share successes, exchange ideas
to problem solve, connect, and become
part of a Professional Community of
Education Leaders.

Watch past sessions & register for upcoming
Chat and Network events when you visit
bit.ly/fordhampdrcchatandnetwork.

Self-Directed Learning
Recorded webinars invite educators to
learn on their own time. The PDRC on-
demand menu includes recordings of live
webinars, one-hour summaries of in-person
series, and pre-recorded videos. They all
qualify for CTLE credit provided that the user
demonstrates mastery by passing a quiz.

Discover more information when you visit
bit.ly/pdrcselfdirectedlearning today.

Interactive Calendar

Visit bit.ly/NYCPDRC for the Interactive
Calendar.

https://bit.ly/fordhampdrcpdregistration
https://bit.ly/pdrcmonthlynewsletter
https://bit.ly/fordhampdrcpdregistration
https://bit.ly/fordhampdrclinkedin
https://bit.ly/fordhampdrcchatandnetwork
https://bit.ly/pdrcselfdirectedlearning
http://bit.ly/NYCPDRC

